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layer between the observer and the western
horizon where the sun had just set allowed for
these observations to be made with the naked
eye. Attempts to video record these particular
events failed. All the events observed as leading
to the formation of evening marker swarms by
malePs. columbiae in eastern Texas ricelands are
summarized in Fig. 2.

Objects over which malePs. columbiae evening
marker swarms were actually observed during
this study included shell roads, gravel shoulders
of hard-surfaced roads, canals, puddles of
water, low bushes, small trees, tree lines, dead
trees, small stands of bunch grass, vehicles, the
generator used in the study and people.

Swarms probably occurred over other objects
such as large trees, but they could not be seen
owing to the low light conditions, small size of
the insects and their distance from the observer.
Sounds common to those associated with

swarming male P.t. colurnbiae were heard on one

occasion over a large tree next to a rice field
near Stuttgart,  AR during July 1981. Other

swarms were observed in this region of Arkan-

sas over the 4-year period of this study giving

evidence that the observations made in Texas

on male Ps. columb'iae swarming behavior prob-

ably pertain to populat ions of this species oc-

curring in other rice-producing areas of the
southern United States.

Swenlr MoRpHoLocY oBsERvATIoNs. Two
types of morphology were recorded for evening

marker swarms of Ps. columbiae males observed
in eastern Texas ricelands. The first type was

that of a funnel (Fig. 2D). The tip of the funnel

often occurred less than I to 3 m above a given

marker. Funnel-shaped swarms were most

commonly seen over objects that were small or

at least not noticeably elongated.
The second type of marker swarm had the

general appearance of a curtain. This type of

r=*".- was most frequently observed over elon-

gated, narrow objects such as roads, tree lines

and, occasionally, over canals.
The vertical distance from the base to the top

of Ps. columbiae marker swarms observed in

eas tern  Texas  was h igh ly  var iab le .  Some

swarms extended for just a few meters up into

the air; others attained much greater heights.
In the latter case, one hugh funnel-shaped
swarm observed in Jefferson Co., TX during

June 1982 was estimated, after reviewing

uideotupe. taken of the swarm, to be over 70 m

tall. The swarm was estimated to be about 0.5

km from the site where the video system had

been set up and the full extent of the column

was visible on the video monitor screen. Mr.

John Steagall, a pilot for the Chambers County

Mosquito Control District, supports this-esti-

mate by stating that he frequently has flown

through t*at-t that were at least 6l m high'

He fuither stated that he could see mosquitoes

in the swarms as he passed through them with

m a n y  m o s q u i t o e s  s t r i k i n g  t h e  p l a n e ' s

llcrkot rworm tortor rwtrm
lormotion

Shoot (Sround) rwrm

Fig. 2. Diagram of the events leading up to the formation of an evening marker swarm by PyloPhora

columbiae males in easrern'fexas ricelands. (A) The.rzspacled 
"ground-swarm" phase; (B) The observed layer-or

sheer-swarm phase; (C) The observed column-formatiott phti; (D) The columnar swarm phase; (d) males and

(9) females ol Psorophora columbiae.
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windshield. After the start of this investigation,
Mr. Steagall's plane was examined on a few
occasions after he reported passing through
swarms at altitudes of 60 m or more. The ex-
amination revealed large numbers of dead male
and female specimens of Ps. columbiaa crushed
on the leading edges of the wings and
windshield of the aircraft.

Reduction in the size of the marker cloth did
not appear to influence the general appearance
of male Ps. columbi.oe swarms forming over the
cloth. When the size of the marker cloth was
reduced by folding it to Ya its original size, no
observable change was seen in either the heighr
of the mosquitoes in the swarm above the
marker or in the number of mosquitoes com-
prising the swarm.

The vast majority (>99Vo) of mosquitoes oc-
currlng in sweep-net samples taken periodically
from the swarms at ground level (i.e., no sam-
ples were taken any higher than approximately
3 m) were male Ps. columbiae, although a few
females were collected on occasion. Specimens
of other insect species, including orher mos-
quito species, also occurred occasionally (<l/o
of the total specimens collected) in the'sweep-
net samples (Table l) .

Videotapes supported whar was shown by the
sweep-net samples in that they too indicated
females of Ps. columb,iae rarely associated with
the male swarms, ar leasr at ievels below 3 m
above the ground. Whether females may be
interacting with swarming males more fre-
quently at higher levels could nor be derer-
mined during this study.

Fucnr BEHAvToR oBsERvATroNs. Swarming
males ofPs. columbine flew over the center of the
cloth markers used in this study. There was
almost always a slight breeze (l,L7.l km/hr)
during the observation period, and the males in
the swarm invariably faced into the wind. When
the wind speed increased, the swarming males
moved slightly downwind and lost altitude and
correspondingly, the vertical axis of the swarm
tilted from nearly vertical (90") to a smaller
angle with the top of the swarm farther
downwind than the botrom. At the same time.

the bottom of the swarm usually remained
centered over the marker or moved only
slightly towards the downwind edge of the
marker.

A review of videotapes centered on observing
the flight activity of individual males compris-
ing a given marker swarm indicated each male
Ps. columbfu,e performed a figure-8 movement
over the marker cloth while facing into the
wind. The figure-8 path of flight was usually
oriented vertically, although there was a hori-
zontal aspect to this movement, Most of the
time, the males would maintain a steady cruising
speed in the swarm; but occasionally, they
would speed up markedly. This would happen
most often when other insects (some possibly
female Ps. columbiu) passed by. It was also noted
that swarming males increased their flight
speeds in response to certain other sounds such
as tone inflections of human voices.

DISCUSSION

Our observations confirm that Ps. columbiae
males form marker swarms over a variety of
objects in southern riceland systems. The gen-
eral appearance of these swarms is similar to the
descriptions of Provost ( 1956) for this species in
Florida. Marker swarms of Ps. columbiae males
observed in our study resembled the general
nematoceran swarm described by Downes
(1969) .  In  add i t ion ,  they  resembeled  the
marker swarms of Aedes taeniorhynchus (Wied.)
described by Nielsen and Nielsen (1962) and
the swarms of unknown insects reported by
Wiersma (1966).

We also observed that Ps. columbfuie males
form at least 2 types of marker swarms. The
most common one is the funnel-shaped marker
swarm that is formed over markers which are
not very elongate. The other type is a curtain-
shaped swarm that forms over elongated
markers such as shell roads and the light-
colored gravel shoulders of blacktop roads.
Provost (1956) reported Ps. columbiae males
f o r m i n g  c o l u m n a r  m a r k e r  s w a r m s  o v e r

Table l. Other insects captured over markers in swarms of male Psorophora columbiac occurring in east Texas
ricelands, l98l-82.

Species* Species*

Ae. sollicita* (Walker)
Ae. aexans (Meigen)
An. crutians Wiedemann
An quadrimaculatus Say
An. ualkeri Theobald

F
F
F
F ,M
F,M

Cx. salinarius Coquillett
Ps. ciliata (Fabricius)
Ps. ferox (Humboldt)
U r. sapphirina (Osten-Sacken)
Ataenius so.

F,M
F ,M
M
F,M
Not

Determined
* All Diptera: culicidae save for Ataenius sp. which is coleoptera: scarabaeidae.
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blacktop roads in Florida, but did not report

any curtain-shaped swarms.
Although not observed in this study, P.t. co-

lumbiae may also exhibit ground swarming be-

havior, Ground swarming behavior was de-

scribed by Neilsen and Greve (1950) as a com-

mon behavior for males of Aedes cantans
(Meigen) in Denmark. Noises from mosquitoes

flying in a concealed ground swarm might ac-

couni fo. the sounds heard before marker

swarming by Ps. columbiae became evident at the

riceland sites used in our study'
The figure-8 pattern of flight followed byA.

columbiae males while they are in marker

swarms may be a modification of the circular
path described by Neilsen and Greve (1950) for

swarming Ae. cantans males observed in still air

and low wind speeds. Also, observation of male

Ps. colurnbiae reaction to wind while they were in

the marker-swarming phase of their behavior

support the observations of Neilsen and Haeger

1t060; and Downes (1958) who reported that

male 
'mosquitoes 

face into the wind'while

swarmlng.
The downwind drift and lowering of malePs'

columbiae swarms seen during this study on

windy evenings might be at least partially ex-

plained by changes in the distance of the

iwarming males from markers caused by in-

creased iind speeds. For example, if the wind

velocity exceeded the flight speed of the male

-o.qrrito.. causing the males to be carried

downwind by the breeze and if, under these

conditions, the males were able to maintain the

same altitude, their distance from the marker

would increase. With the increase in distance, it

is inevitable that the apparent size of the marker

would decrease in the eyes of the mosquitoes. If

instead the swarming mosquitoes went to a

lower altitude, their distance from the marker

would not increase as much while being pushed

downwind. Correspondingly, the apparent size

of the marker would not seem to decrease as

much to the mosquitoes as would be the case if

they maintained the same altitude when dis-

placed downwind from the marker' Another

Dartial exDlanation might be as the height of the

i*ur- decreases, the wind speed experienced

by the mosquitoes would be reduced, thus the

insects would be able to avoid further displace-

ment by their downwind movement'
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